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Figure S1.1. Genome sequencing and assembly strategy to create an optimal
assembly of chromosomes at different contiguity level.
A. Description of the strategy for sequencing and assembly of the Mus caroli and Mus
pahari genomes
B. Assembly statistics of the four Muridae and Hominidae genomes. The genomes
assembled in this study are in bold. The N50 statistics for the genome not assembled
in this study come from their initial genome paper.
C. Nucleotide error rates estimated by calling single nucleotide variants from matepair libraries mapped to the corresponding final assembly (Method SM1.14).
D. Estimated assembly error rates from identified inconsistencies between the
corresponding optical maps aligned to the final assembly. Insertion is defined as a
fragment present in the final assembly and not found in the optical map data. Deletion
is defined as a fragment found in the optical map data and not in the final assembly.

Figure S1.2. Mus caroli and Mus pahari shows similar annotation statistics and gene
completeness than the primates genome sequenced with equivalent technology.
A. Annotation statistics for the four Muridae and Hominidae genomes. Mus caroli and Mus
pahari have been annotated by integrating three different annotation pipelines and RNA-seq
data (Method SM1.5). The annotation of the other genomes is from Ensembl v83.
B. Gene completeness as measured by the BUSCO dataset for all mammalian genomes
available in Ensembl v83 (only the four Muridae (red) and four Hominidae (blue) are
labeled). The plot represents the median of the fraction aligned for those members of the
BUSCO gene set that align to the genome. The Muridae and Hominidae genomes have
similar completeness.

Figure S1.3. Divergence time estimation for Mus musculus, Mus caroli and Mus pahari
is robust to the model used.
A. Estimation of Mus caroli, Mus pahari and Rat divergence time using different
evolutionary models and different sets of coding genes.
B. Fraction of the genome introgressed with Mus musculus. Mus castaneus is used as positive
control.

Figure S1.4. The ancestor of Mus musculus and Mus caroli underwent a largescale
rearrangement as compared with Mus pahari.
A. DNA FISH of Mus caroli karyotype using Mus musculus probs.
B. DNA FISH of Mus pahari karyotype using Mus musculus probes. White arrows identify
the break points of major rearrangements.
C. Dot plot showing pairwise comparison of the rat chromosomes with the three Mus species.
The inter-chromosomal rearrangements are shown in red.

Figure S1.5. The inter-chromosomal break points between Mus musculus and Mus
pahari are enriched with 3-6MY old LTR retrotransposons.
A Density of all retrotransposons regardless of age plotted by distance to break points of
inter-chromosomal rearrangements larger than 3MB. No significant enrichment was
observed.
B Density of 3-6MY old retrotransposons plotted by distance to break points of interchromosomal rearrangements larger than 3MB. These retrotransposons appeared concurrent
to the punctate event of chromosomal rearrangement. LTRs are significantly enriched at
these break points.
C Density of the mouse-rat ancestral repeats by distance to break points of interchromosomal rearrangements larger than 3MB. No significant enrichment was observed.
For A-C, the ratio on the top of each plot show the number of observed element relative to
the expected (Method SM 2.3).

Figure S2. Acceleration of Whole genome nucleotide mutational rates in the
Muridae lineage. Nucleotide evolutionary rate calculated from whole genome in
Muridae (black) and in Hominidae (white).

Figure S3.1. Transposable elements have different activity history between the two
lineages.
A Breakdown of the number of transposable elements for each class in the species of the two
lineages. The numbers of transposable elements from the four major classes are highly stable
intra-lineage and vary between lineages. LINE elements tend to be shorter in Hominidae
compared to Muridae (average 382 bp vs 563 bp) meaning that even though the number of
loci differ between the clades, the genome coverage is approximately the same (e.g. mouse
19.1%; human 18.7%).
B Species-specific transposable elements are enriched in LINEs in Muridae. The enrichment
has been calculated with regard to a set of ancestral transposable elements. Statistical
significance uses a Fisher test.

Figure S3.2. Example of a genomic locus carrying a chimeric gene that involves the host
gene Mipol1 and a Prps1 retrocopy.
A Gene expression profile of the different exons of the chimeric gene in the brain, heart and
kidney. The colored arcs represent links between exons in the spliced transcripts. The label
on each arc represents the number of reads supporting the association between exons in the
final spliced transcript.
B Nucleotide sequence of the chimeric transcript around the Mipol1-Prps1 junction

Figure S3.3. LTR retrotransposons are enriched in the Shbg gene cluster while SINEs
are depleted.
A Density of SINE elements in the Abp gene cluster of the Mus musculus, Mus caroli, Mus
pahari, the rat genomes and the squirrel. The blue and red triangles represent the Abp genes
(Abpa in blue, Abpbg in red); black triangles represent the closest flanking genes (upstream:
Scn1b and downstream : Gpi1) shared by the four Muridae species.
B Density of LTR elements in the Abp gene cluster of the Mus musculus, Mus caroli, Mus
pahari,the rat genomes and the squirrel. The blue and red triangles represent the Abp genes
(Abpa in blue, Abpbg in red); the black triangles represent the closest flanking genes
(upstream: Scn1b and downstream : Gpi1) shared by the four Muridae species.

Figure S4.1. Mus caroli show a species-specific enrichment of SINE B2_Mm1
elements carrying CTCF binding.
A Breakdown of the number CTCF binding sites identified in the Muridae and
Hominidae species
B Overrepresentation of the class of the transposable elements carrying CTCF
binding sites
C Overrepresentation of the family of the SINE elements carrying CTCF binding sites
D Overrepresentation of the sub-family of the B2 elements carrying CTCF binding
sites.
In B-D MMU= Mus musculus; CRL= Mus caroli; PAH= Mus pahari; RAT= Rat
E Classification hierarchies of the SINE B2 subfamilies. The red boxes show the
classification hierarchy of the B2_mm1 elements.

Figure S4.2. Identity plot of each transposable element with its subfamily consensus in
the four Hominidae species. Elements carrying CTCF are in red and those not carrying
CTCF are in brown.

Figure S4.3. The species-specific SINE B2_Mm1 repeats are enriched in the three Mus
species. SINE B2_Mm1 repeats have a species-specific enrichment limited to the three Mus
species when compared to a set of ancestral transposable elements.

Figure S4.4. Over and under representation of specific trinucleotides in bound and
unbound CTCF motifs.
A Clade-specific trinucleotide CCA and the ancestral trinucleotide TCA from positions 18 to
20 in the CTCF binding motif.
B Occurrence of all possible trinucleotides in positions 18 to 20 in the CTCF motif bound
and not bound by CTCF. The color gradient indicates the level of over/under-representation
of each trinucleotide based on a z-score of the number of occurrences (Method SM5.8).

Figure S4.5. B2_Mm1 expanded CTCF binding occurs in CTCF rich regions.
A Mus caroli specific CTCF binding gains or losses (red central peak) are classified by
whether they occurred close to (i) CTCF binding gains specific to Mus caroli (ii) CTCF
binding losses specific to Mus caroli, or (iii) CTCF binding shared between Mus caroli and
the other Muridae.
B Fraction of Mus caroli CTCF binding gains associated with the monophyletic B2_Mm1
repeat (left column) that are close to (i) Mus caroli specific CTCF binding gains (blue), (ii)
Mus caroli specific CTCF binding losses (orange) (iii) Mus caroli CTCF binding shared with
other Muridae (green) or no CTCF binding (grey). Middle column displays fractions not
associated with a B2_Mm1 repeat and right column fractions associated with Mus caroli
specific CTCF binding losses

